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A Polarized electron beam in the pulse stretcher ring PSR-2000. 

Aruby zhky, Ivan KamaJdwrv, Memdm Shharb&w 

Klwkw Instituted lly5o and Technokq. 310108. Kharkw. Ukraine 

TJte scheme of producing the longitudinal polarized 
beam at Kharknv AcceJcrator Storage Ring Complex 
LA-ZOOO-RSR-2000 is presented. The spin rotator which 
makes it possible to change the spin direction in the 
energy range from 0.6 to 2.95 GeV is described The 
calculaticm results for the equilibrium degree of 
polartiatim and the depolarization time in the pulse 
stretcher ring in the energy range from 0.6 to 2.95 GcV 
with taking into account the reference orbit distottion 
and corrections arc given. The influence of spin-orbit 
resonances on tJ~e beam polarization vaJue during slow 
extraction is discussed. 

The calculations were performed with the DeCA 
code. 

1. INTRODUCTIOH 
.An electron-beam pulse stretcher ring (HR-2000) 

with an operating energy range between 0.5 and 3 GeC’ 
has teen designed at the icilarkov itlstitute of J%ysics ci: 
Technology (KIPT)[i]. This machine is intended to 
produce ~II electron beam with an emittance of -IO-* 

m*rad and an energy spread of - 0. J%. Among the 
problems, for the solution of which tJ~e PSR-2000 would 
be cmstmcted, af primary importance wodd be the 
investigations of experiments oh tJte interaction 
bctwzcn the continuous longitudinally-polarized 
electron beiun and a polarized target materid. and tJ>e 
interaction of a circuJar electron beam with the jet target 
substance. 

To carry out the necessary experiments, the J?SR- 
2000 design provides for the corresponding modes of 
operation, i.e., slow extraction and storage ring 
operation conditions. For the latter cue, we have 
calculated, the equilibrium degree of the electron beam 
polarization in the ring to the linear approximation with 
taking into account reference orbit perturbations To 
produce a continuous. longitudinally-polarized electron 
beam, it was necessary to design a spin rotator which 
would ensure spin flipping from the longitudinal 
direction to the vertical and vice versa throughout the 
operating energy range. 

In future, spccil attention will be given to the 
problems off polarized beam injection and extraction 

with the compensation of polarization losses in tJre 
processes. 

2. THE POLARIZED ELECTRON BEAM IN THE 
STORAGE RING OPERATION CONDITIONS 

It is known that in the electron storage rings the beam 
gets self-polarized (Sokolov-Tcmov effect [L]). The 
particle spins are aligned antiparallel to the induction 
vector of the guiding magnetic field. The electron spin 
polarization is characterized by the degree of 
polarization F, i.e., the ratio of the number of electrons 
whose spins are oriented antiparallel to the induction 
vector of the guiding magnetic field to the tntnl number 
of electrons. This ratio can be calculated ass: 
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where I*” ,,,~~ :: z’?,‘,, 4 ‘:, is the highest possible degree of 

electron beam polarization in the storage ring; 
r,;.:-.c)“:;.ic.).R(,~,~~p’~,:m!.iE;7(Gp!?i &the tima of beam 

self-polarization in tJ\e storage ring; 
7:: -_ time of electron beam depolarization; 

F!(+i -- average radius of the ring; 

64’” 1 - average bending magnet radius; 
t, / !:.i I ‘\’ ) - beam energy; 
For the FSR-2000 the time of pnlarizatinn varies 

from 8.8300!5* IO’ set for 0.5 GeV to 1.09845* 10’ see 

for 3 GeV, 
Fig. 1 showy the equilibrium degree of polarization 

(EDF’) versus the electron beam energy for the PSR- 
2000 lattice under storage ring operation conditions 
The lattice is characterized by the following 
parameters: Calculations were made using theJ?eCA 
code [3]. Curve 1 shows the EPPwith due account of 
the reference orbit perturbations and without orbit 
correction. The RMS errors of lattice elements 
alignment were estimated to be x=~O-~ m, x’-~O-~ rad. 

z= 10-4 m, z’=iO-4rad, s=10v4 m, s’=LO-~ red. In this case 
the RMS orbit displacement was x=6* lo-’ m, z=2*10m4 

m. Curve 2 shows the EDP after correcting the 
reference orbit by the Hereward-Baconiery method. 



Alter correctlot& Ute KMS orbtt dtsptecement was 
found to be x=10-’ m, ~=tzlO-~ m 
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Fig.1 The ectuiltbrium degree of polarization 
vcnnm the electron bcum energy 

It is evident that the EDP is substantially improved 
after patfonning correction in the regions close to 
depolarizing resonances, the positions of which are 
indicated in the figure by arrows. Each rcsonancc ( n * 
is the integer ) is sutrounded by six sideband 
rcsonanccs ( n - QxtS is the integer ). In the figure, the 
integer resonance and its two neatiy synchrotron 
resonances arc :seen to merge on the strength of their 
proximity. 

Based on tht EDP calculations, WC can conclude 
that the PSR-2000 lattice ensures, after performing 
correction of the reference orbit, a high degree of 
polarization ( from 85 to 92 % ) throughout the 
operating energy range in the regions distant from the 
depolarizing resonances. The width of the sideband 
depolarization rcsonanccs is not greater than 10’3 n, 
and this allows the beam operation in a wide range of 
energies. 

3. THE EXTRACTED LONGITUDMALLY-POLARIZED 
ELECTROWBEAbiINTHE ACCELERATOR-STORAGE 

RING COMPLEXLA-PSR-2000 
For the acceleratorstorage ring complex LA-PSR- 

2000 WC have closen the following scheme of polarized 
beam transport:. First, the lofilJ:itudinally-polarized 
electron bcum is accelerated in the linac LA-2000. The 
longitudinal direction of polarization in the accelerator 
has been chosen because o! the fact that the focusing 
elements in the LA-2000 are the solenoids, and with thk 
direction of polarization they do not lead to the beam 
depolarkation. Than, in the injection channel the spin 
rotator changes the spin direction into the vertical one 
and the beam is injected into the ring with the vertical 
direction of polarization. ~fttr a slow extraction in the 
transport channel the spin direction is again changed 
from vertical to longitudinal by the wx of the spin 
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Galas photocathode with NEF ( Negative Electron 
Facility ) is envisaged to be used ~XX a polarized beam 
source. The sowx provides the beam with the dcgrct 
of polarization * 40% and -80% for the tensioned 
StnlCturc [,I. 

In the transport channels of the LA-PSR-2000 we 
shall use solenoidal spin rotators which allow the spin 
flop in a wide energy range. The device, which deflects 
the beam by one and the same angle value, irrespective 
of the energy, and changes the spin direction from 
vertical to longitudinal, i shown in Fig.2. The spin 
rotator consists of two bending magnets and two 
solenoids. The ratio of the forces 01 the two solenoids is 
a free parameter. As the beam energy chartgas, the 
magnetic field in the bending magnets changes so that 
the previous geometry of beam passage remains the 
same. The fulfilment of the law of spin direction 
transfomation is provided by varying the forces of the 
both solenoids. 

Figure 2. The scheme of spin rotator 

Fig. 3. depicts the operating energy range ( the 
range, where the Nfilment of the assigned law of spin 
direction transformation is possible ) of the spin rotator 
as a function of the bending angle in the first bending 
magnet +j for a fixed bending angle in the both magnets 
$1+t$2=&-,-662S deg. The bending angle #l-22.5, 45 
deg corrcsponcb to the PSR-2000 operating energy 
range. 
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Figure 3. The operating energy range of the spin 
rotator 
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The spin r&&or devised for the PSR-2000 transport 
channels has the following parameters: 

- tha operating energy range is between 0.6 and 
2.935 GtV; 

- the bending an&s arc 22.5 dcg bcforc o1 ( two 
11.25 dag standard magnets of the PSR-2000 ) and 45 
dcg before ‘$2 ( four 1125 dtg standard magnets of the 
PSR-2000 ): 

- The product of the magnetic field strength in the 
solenoid by its length, H*l, is shown in Fig.4 ns a 
function of the beam energy, for thn first and the second 
solenoids of the spin mtator. 

F Il=22,50 

Figure 4. The strength of solenoids versus the beam 
cnerg y 

- Each of the spin rotator solenoids includes two 
one-meter sections separated by a set of six qu&upolt 
lenses compensating the coupling of oscillations 
introduced by the solenoids [5]. These solenoidal 
“insem” are placed in achromatic sections to exclude 
the influence of the solenoids on the dispersion 
functions of thetransport channel ( i.e., to preclude 
possible vent&l dispersion ). The unit transport matrix 
has been realized for the spin rotator “insert”. 

The preliminary estimates of polarization losses 
during transport, injection and extraction of the 
polarized beam indicate that at a distance from 
depolatization resonances there are no polarization 
losses und the degree of beam polarization on tic target 
is determined by the electron source. 
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